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To enter a new recipe press the menu button and select recipe 
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Click edit recipe and enter the default password (0) Once in the recipe screen press the number 
box to enter in how many mash and hop steps you have in your recipe (enter one additional for 
hop steps for your end boil time) 

Add your mash steps in sequential order. 

For your hop steps these must be listed in the order in which they occur. For example if you 
have a hop step 15 minutes after the 60 minute boil has started that should be listed as 15 
minutes, not 45. 

Steps must be listed in order with your end boil time as the last step. Enter in the amount of 
water in your recipe (if your panel supports that feature)    

If your panel supports the water flow/metering feature (Down Under and Dual models) select water flow 
from the menu and enter in your scaling factor for pulses per gallon. If your water meter pulses once 
every 1/10th of a cubic ft of water enter in 0.75. If it pulses every 1/100th of a cubic ft. (current model) 
enter 0.075 to convert to gallons. 



Should you find that your temperature probe is reading slightly off of actual temperature you can calibrate 
it from the temperature probe settings. Enter the number of degrees that your probe is off (positive or 
negative number). You can also change from Fahrenheit to Celsius in this screen. 

Manual mode can be used to heat your strike water or water for cleaning. The manual mode has 2 
functions, 100% on or PID controlled. If using the PID mode enter your target temperature and turn on both 
the heater and PID button. Selecting only the heater button will activate the element at 100% output. The 
manual mode is not tied to any program or timer, it will remain on until you either turn it off or enter a 
different mode (mash or boil). 



Once you are ready to mash, select your recipe (not: if you have made any changes to the recipe you 
must reselect it in order for your new values to be added). Press the mash button to begin and also start 
your pump for recirculation. The system will alert you at the end of the mash process. 

To boil, set your target temperature to 3-4 degrees below your actual boiling temperature and the 
percentage you wish the system to hold at for optimum boil power. This allows the system to 
automatically reduce the output to the elements and prevent overheating of your wort. Once boil has 
been reached press the green arrow to start your hop timer. The system will alert you based on your 
recipe when new hop additions are required. 

For additional information go to our website at www.cobrewingsystems.com or 
email support@cobrewingsystems.zendesk.com


